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Synopsis: Herman Melville’s The Confidence-Man: His Masquerade
has been widely discussed as a satirical novel that reproaches Ameri-
can Christendom and capitalistic society. However, a number of aspects
remain controversial. In particular, the instability and unreliability of
the text are an ongoing source of debate. The text fools the reader in
the same way that the confidence man deceives the passengers on the
Fidèle. In this theatrical setting, the confidence man freely plays vari-
ous roles and manipulates the passengers. Significantly, his swindling
is compared to the act of writing. This paper examines the confidence
man’s writerly act, whether he can be considered as at once an impos-
tor and an imposer with the same capacity for authorship as Melville,
and whether this contributes to the unreliability of the text.
1. The ambiguous text
The story of The Confidence-Man: His Masquerade begins with a
description of a deaf man boarding a boat: “At sunrise on the first of
April, there appeared, suddenly as Manco Capac at the lake Titicaca, a
man in cream-colors, at the water-side in the city of St. Louis” (9). As
many critics have argued, the opening sentence refers plainly to April
Fool’s Day and the mythical Incan character. These are the means by
which the trickster seems to disguise himself, emphasizing the fictitious
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nature of the story and destabilizing assumptions of
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realism.
The reader’s recognition that realism is destabilized and displaced
by its fictitiousness lends the text its provisional unreliability. For in-
stance, Christopher Sten says, “While most commentators have noted
one kind of ambiguity or another in this work, it is curious that so few .
. . have argued that the title character might not be a ‘con man.’” He
continues, “as a rule, critics seem simply to have assumed he is a swin-
dler” (
2
288). There is no option but to regard the title role as that of a
trickster even though some questions may remain. Even if we venture
to authenticate the trickster as being an unmistakable “con man,” the
ambiguity of the text undermines our preliminary conclusion.
Thus far, many critics have identified the confidence man as
Melville, reading The Confidence-Man as a satirical novel that ques-
tions both the remnants of Christendom and the capitalist nation with
its materialistic
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expectations. However, Ronald Mason states, con-
versely, that “[t]he book is no more a satire than its greater predecessor
is the plain record of a whale-hunt” (205). As Mason argues, analyzing
the story as a satirical novel is insufficient to clarify the question of the
underlying fictitiousness, which throws up a smokescreen in the form of
ambiguity and destabilized realism. However baffling the ambiguous
text and the dubious title character may be, readers have no choice but
to reserve judgement. Hence, the reasons for such an ambiguity of the
text become a source of controversy.
The destabilized realism or the fictitiousness of the story is attrib-
uted to the impostor, that is, the confidence man. Regarding the key
word “impostor,” the term is derived from the verb “impose,” which car-
ries a double meaning: “to cheat or deceive by false representations” and
“to lay pages of type” (OED ). The confidence man’s act of duping the
passengers is elaborately compared with the act of writing. He appears
to have an authority similar to that of the author, who is able to com-
pose a story at will.
This paper examines both the ambiguity of the text and the dra-
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matic effects that this same text evokes. As well as comparing the confi-
dence man’s duping the passengers with the act of writing, this paper
argues the case for regarding the confidence man as a writer and ana-
lyzes his dual roles of impostor and imposer.
2. The dramatic effect
By interpolating a range of dramatic discourses throughout the
novel, Melville seems to purposefully theatricalize the story. The subti-
tle, “His Masquerade,” indicates that the story proceeds in the manner
of a stage play. The confidence man plays many roles, including those of
a mute, Black Guinea, John Ringman, a man in a gray coat, John Tru-
man, a herb-doctor, an agent of the Philosophical Intelligence Office (P.
I.O.), and Francis Goodman. Like a performer, the confidence man as-
sumes the mask of each of the characters in turn, making use of their
identities to exploit the passengers on the Fidèle. For example, when
the confidence man pretends to be a black man on the run from a slave
state who reveals his physical defect to the other passengers, he elicits
their sympathies to get his hands on their money.
The dramatic effects of the story are not limited to the confidence
man’s various roles. In Chapter 1, for example, the bulletin announcing
the search for a confidence man from the East draws the passengers’ at-
tention as if it were “a theatre-bill” (10). While the passengers are com-
pared with spectators, they also enter the stage, consciously or other-
wise. Among their number are some unusual passengers, including “cer-
tain chevaliers, whose eyes . . . were on the capitals,” “another cheva-
lier, ex-officio a peddler of money-belts,” and “another versatile cheva-
lier” (10). Just as with the title role, they may also be viewed as impos-
tors who conceal their identities, pretending to be ordinary passengers
or banal peddlers. On the one hand, they are spectators; on the other
hand, they participate in the drama as actors behind different masks. In
Chapter 45, for instance, a young peddler of money-belts appears before
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the cosmopolitan and tricks an old man. Thus, the Fidèle itself is a
stage-like setting in which not only the confidence man but also the pas-
sengers either consciously act out their own deceptive roles or are un-
consciously forced to take on parts. The narrator describes their move-
ments and the way that the Fidèle makes its way down the Mississippi:
[T]he huge Fidèle still receives additional passengers in exchange
for those that disembark; so that, though always full of strangers,
she continually, in some degree, adds to, or replaces them with
strangers still more strange; like Rio Janeiro fountain, fed from the
Corcovardo mountains, which is ever overflowing with strange wa-
ters, but never with the same strange particles in every part. (15;
emphasis added)
From one landing to another, the steamboat continually circulates its
passengers and “adds to, or replaces them with strangers still more
strange.” The recurrent use of the word “strange” of course indicates
that the passengers are not acquainted with each other. According to
Akira Noda, the word “stranger” is used here to indicate an impostor.
The narrator sets “strangeness” as the criterion by which to determine
whether a character deserves “confidence” (37). It is important to under-
stand that the chosen setting makes it easier for the passengers to con-
ceal their identity and disguise themselves, while at the same time
making it harder to ascertain each other’s identity. The sign raised by
the barber declaring “NO TRUST” designates the true underlying stan-
dard of the Fidèle (12).
The fact that there are deceivers on board inevitably brings forth
other characters of suspicious nature, a typical example of which is the
one-legged man. In Chapter 6, the one-legged man denounces Black
Guinea as an impostor who performs as a black man:
“A white masquerading as a black?”
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“Exactly.”
The man in gray glanced at the young clergyman a moment,
then quietly whispered to him, “I thought you represented your
friend here as a very distrustful sort of person, but he appears en-
dued with a singular credulity.―Tell me, sir, do you really think
that a white could look the negro so? For one, I should call it pretty
good acting.”
“Not much better than any other man acts.”
“How? Does all the world act? Am I, for instance, an actor? Is
my reverend friend here, too, a performer?”
“Yes, don’t you both perform acts? To do, is to act; so all doers
are actors.” (40)
The one-legged man has an insight into the character of the confidence
man and perceives the world as a sort of stage. This suggests that the
one-legged man is able to see the world of The Confidence-Man objec-
tively. Furthermore, although he appears on the stage on the boat, it
may be argued that the one-legged man is a character who deviates
from the stage. He is an outsider, a jeering spectator, who objectively
observes the confidence man’s act.
His objective view keeps him from participating completely in the
masquerade-like world. However, from his objective perspective, he is
also placed on another level of the stage. His satirical adage evokes the
idea of theatrum mundi: “To do, is to act; so all doers are actors”(40).
Thus, not only the confidence man but all people in the world are per-
formers. Images such as these are scattered throughout the story, most
obviously in a short dramatic performance staged in Chapter 41 where
Francis Goodman, the cosmopolitan, suggests that Egbert impersonates
Charles Noble, and practices the philosophy of his mentor, Mark Win-
some. Egbert demonstrates Winsome’s philosophy in the form of a skit.
At first glance, the dialogue is composed by the confidence man playing
the cosmopolitan and Egbert playing Charles Noble. However, the cos-
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mopolitan claims that the dialogue is composed not by the actor, Egbert,
but by “the ventriloquist” (223), Mark Winsome. It can hence be said
that Egbert assumes a double mask in the manner of an actor playing a
dual role: one of Charlie and the other of Winsome.
“Enough. I have had my fill of the philosophy of Mark Winsome as
put into action. And moonshiny as it in theory may be, yet a very
practical philosophy it turns out in effect, as he himself engaged I
should find. But, miserable for my race should I be, if I thought he
spoke truth when he claimed, for proof of the soundness of his sys-
tem, that the study of it tended to much the same formation of
character with the experiences of the world. . . .”(223)
The cosmopolitan condemns Winsome’s philosophy, which is “put into
action” by Egbert as “a very practical philosophy.” He gets agitated, de-
claring that it would be “miserable” for humanity if philosophy could be
instrumental in the “formation of character.” His range of reactions to
Winsome’s philosophy, such as “put into action” and “formation of char-
acter,” indicates a dramatic phraseology. While the cosmopolitan blames
the philosophy for its utilitarianism, he ironically implies that Win-
some’s philosophy is merely fictional.
The cosmopolitan unleashes “a grand scorn” and leaves Egbert
alone on the stage. Egbert meditates on what the cosmopolitan has said
about rejecting “the fictitious character” and replacing it with a “real”
one, recalling the famous passage from As You Like It:
“All the world’s a stage,
And all the men and women merely players,
Who have their exits and their entrances,
And one man in his time plays many parts.” (224)
This passage is clearly representative of the notion of theatrum mundi.
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In Egbert’s mind, the subject that he senses as the “real” turns into the
“fictitious,” and he vaguely recognizes himself as an actor assuming the
character of Mark Winsome.
The theatrical world of The Confidence-Man reveals itself in the
episode of the one-legged man and the character of Egbert. The ad-
vancement of these fictitious techniques naturally affects the story’s re-
alistic aspects. The underlying tone of theatrum mundi dilutes realistic
factors such as the concrete subjects of both the confidence man and the
other passengers. Consequently, readers come to distrust the other char-
acters in the same way that the passengers distrust the confidence man.
3. Imposing and writing
As I have argued, Melville blurs the boundaries between fictionality
and realism in The Confidence-Man, fictionalizing what appears to be
real by foregrounding dramatic imagery. This technique is similar to the
method deployed by the confidence man of imposing himself on others.
Just as Melville writes down his fiction on blank paper, it can be said
that the confidence man, through imposing himself upon the passen-
gers, composes deceptive illusions in their minds.
The question hence arises as to how this technique used by the con-
fidence man is metaphorically suggestive of the act of writing. In Chap-
ter 1, the confidence man boards the boat disguised as a deaf man. He
carries a slate with him, on which he writes sayings from Corinthians.
Facing the crowds who have gathered in front of the “Wanted” bulletin,
he raises the slate to the same level as the bill, on which he has written
“Charity thinketh no evil” (11). He then rubs out every word of the
phrase, except the subject “Charity” and changes the rest of the saying
to other Biblical rejoinders such as “suffereth long, and is kind,” “en-
dureth all things,” “believeth all things,” and “never faileth” (11-12). He
is evidently preaching the doctrine of Christian benevolence to the
crowd. Having failed in his efforts, however, he goes off in search of a
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place to sleep. Some of the passengers see him asleep under a ladder
and wonder who he is. They call him names such as “Odd Fish,” “Poor
fellow,” “Casper Hauser,” “Humbug,” “Spirit-rapper,” “Jacob dreaming
as Luz,” and so on. Gary Lindberg states: “the other passengers describe
him variously . . . erasing each other’s comments but keeping as their
subject the drowsing stranger . . . . This way is the way things happen
in The Confidence-Man” (652). The quotations from Corinthians are
written one on top of the other, with only the subject “Charity” remain-
ing un-erased. This act of overwriting shows the variations in the mes-
sages. In the same way that the deaf man writes on the slate, the vari-
ous conjectures regarding the deaf man’s identity, as Lindberg notes,
are also written on top of one another by the witnesses. The act of over-
writing is evidently a common motif. Referring to the speculation about
the deaf man, the narrator portrays the act of over-conjecture using im-
agery more frequently associated with writing: “Such the epitaphic com-
ments, conflictingly spoken or thought, of a miscellaneous company”
(14). The comments from the passengers are, as the narrator says, “epi-
taphic”: the spoken word is impressed on their minds like an epitaph on
a gravestone. On the one hand, the deaf man becomes an object to be
read by the passengers, who witness his slate and speculate about his
identity; on the other hand, he impresses his unidentifiable existence on
their minds like the aforementioned epitaph. His mysterious presence
thus causes the passengers to inscribe their “epitaphic comments.”
Similar acts of overwriting can be found throughout the
story. In Chapter 4, the confidence man, disguising himself as John
Ringman, steals up to “a good merchant” and tries to swindle money out
of him. Ringman falsifies the merchant’s memory and fabricates the fact
that he has met the merchant once before. The merchant cannot discern
that Ringman is misrepresenting the facts. Cunningly, Ringman con-
cludes that the merchant must have forgotten:
“I see, I see; quite erased from the tablet. Pray, sir,” with a sud-
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den illumination, “about six years back, did it happen to you to re-
ceive any injury on the head? Surprising effects have arisen from
such a cause. . . .”
After the first start, the merchant listened with what appeared
more than ordinary interest. The other proceeded:
“In my boyhood I was kicked by a horse, and lay insensible for
a long time. Upon recovering, what a blank! No faintest trace in re-
gard to how I had come near the horse, or what horse it was, or
where it was, or that it was a horse at all that had brought me to
that pass. . . . You see, sir, the mind is ductile, very much so: but
images, ductilely received into it, need a certain time to harden and
bake in their impressions, otherwise such a casualty as I speak of
will in an instant obliterate them, as though they had never been. .
. .” (28)
In so manipulating him, Ringman attributes the failure of the mer-
chant’s memory to its “ductile[ness].” Conspicuously, the deceptive
words used by Ringman to entice the merchant evoke the imagery of a
tablet. Insinuating that the merchant’s mind is not all there, Ringman
suggests, tellingly, that the memory has been “erased” from the tablet.
He goes on to say that memorization is so “ductile” a phenomenon that
requires “a certain time” for a received image to be retained in the mind
as an “impression.”
Ringman’s use of words such as “ductile,” “harden,” and “bake” al-
ludes to an allegory of the creation of Adam. Interestingly, it is the Bib-
lical reference that seems to draw the attention of Melville, who often
uses the Genesis analogy, particularly in the allegorical mode. In Pierre:
Or, The Ambiguities, for instance, the narrator compares the Creator to
an author: “the first man himself―who according to the Robbins was
also the first author―not being an original; the only original author be-
ing God” (Pierre 259). Notably, Melville likens the Creation to an writ-
erly act of writing. For Melville, Adam, the first human being, was liter-
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ally written into existence by the Creator. The narrator of Pierre also
refers to the “procreative” experience: “Had Milton’s been the lot of Cas-
par Hauser, Milton would have been vacant as he.” He considers “the
visible world of experience” to be a “procreative thing which impreg-
nates the muses” (Pierre 259). Such empiricist thinking evokes the
Lockean concept of tabula rasa.
Moreover, close examination of Ringman’s words reveals how
Melville invokes the biblical allegory to imply the empiricist concept of
Man being an object on which to be written. Ringman’s use of the word
“impression” to the merchant indicates the act of overwriting the mem-
ory on the tablet of the mind. Similarly, the etymology of “ductile” is
“duct,” which has the meaning of “an ink fountain.” Giorgio Agamben
explores the meaning of the ink, observing that an inkwell contains the
potentiality of all thought preceding the formation of words, recalling
the wax-varnished papyrus that was used as early as 400 B.C. (244-45).
He states that the blank sheet of paper, just as the inkwell, contains in-
finite ideas and the potentiality to involve any signifiant and convey
any signifié.
The empirical concept of tabula rasa also seems to interest Melville.
In “The Paradise of Bachelors and the Tartarus of Maids,” the narrator
says:
Then, recurring back to them as they here lay all blank, I could not
but bethink me of that celebrated comparison of John Locke, who,
in demonstration of his theory that man had no innate ideas, com-
pared the human mind at birth to a sheet of blank paper; some-
thing destined to be scribbled on, but what sort of characters no
soul might tell. (333)
When the narrator looks at the papermaking machine, the blank paper
inspires in him the empirical concept of tabula rasa. Melville meta-
phorically connects the human mind with paper, describing it as an ob-
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ject for subsequent inscription.
Such imagery also occurs repeatedly in The Confidence-Man. In his
disguise as John Ringman, the confidence man compares the good mer-
chant’s mind to a “tablet” (28). Confusing the merchant, the confidence
man skillfully makes the merchant believe that his memory has been
“erased,” and then, as though overwriting the “blank” tablet, he decep-
tively “engraves” the fabricated story on the merchant’s mind. The mer-
chant is thus mentally manipulated by the confidence man: his mind is
metaphorically overwritten.
Through the acts of the deaf man and John Ringman, Melville
seems to emphasize the act of overwriting and suggest the fundamental
instability of the overwritten. As mentioned previously, the deaf man
fails in his attempt to beg money from the other passengers through the
use of scripture, which would seem to undermine the capacity of a word
like “charity” to win the compassion of others. Similarly, the confidence
man disguised as John Ringman clearly “overwrites” the mind of the
merchant in an act of overt manipulation. From an empirical viewpoint,
the fact that the confidence man succeeds in overwriting the merchant’s
memory, which in an empirical context has a profound influence on the
formation of his character, proves that his act of overwriting exposes the
lack of autonomy on the part of the merchant. To engrave a fabricated
experience on the mind is to fictionalize the subject and to subvert their
reliability. In this way, the confidence man reveals the subject’s vulner-
ability to external influences. His strange experiment demonstrates the
absence of a concrete subject and its susceptibility to various form of
(re)writing.
4. The confidence man as writer
In Chapter 20, a miser with a serious cough confusedly sets forth
his anxiety to the herb-doctor, seeking the guarantee of a stock transac-
tion with John Truman. The herb-doctor persuades the miser to trust
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John Truman by repeating the word “confidence” so confusingly and so
coercively that the miser becomes panic stricken and exclaims, “ever
since seeing him, my head spins round so” (107). The miser’s confusion
makes him confuse the stock word “confidence” spoken by John Truman
with the same word spoken by the herb-doctor. Consequently, his anxi-
ety worsens along with his cough to the extent that the miser exclaims,
“Don’t say that word again. Makes my head spin so. Oh, I’m so old and
miserable, nobody caring for me, everybody fleecing me, and my head
spins so . . .” (109). The confidence man’s strategy sends the miser into
such a disordered state that his “head spins round.” He expresses his
disordered state with the verb “spin,” a word that also connotes “making
yarn.” Similarly, he employs the verb “fleecing,” the meaning of which
in this context is “to swindle,” although its nominal meaning is “wool.”
Thus, these images for the miser’s disorder connect with the writerly
image of “spinning” a “text.”
In this case, it is worth considering why Melville uses these words
to describe the confusion produced in the miser by the confidence man.
In Chapter 22, Pitch, the misanthrope, remarks to the agent of the P.I.
O.: “The butterfly is the caterpillar in a gaudy cloak; stripped of which,
there lies the impostor’s long spindle of a body, pretty much worm-
shaped as before” (129). Drawing an analogy between a caterpillar and
an impostor, he insinuates his suspicion of the other. Daniel G. Hoffman
points out that the cosmopolitan with “the parti-hued, and rather plum-
agy aspect” (136), who makes his appearance after the P.I.O. agent dis-
appears, is compared with “the butterfly,” and Pitch “is already half-
aware of what none of the others had suspected―that his interlocutor is
a masquerader playing many roles” (Hoffman 134). In effect, the anal-
ogy of the butterfly anticipates the appearance of the cosmopolitan.
However, Hoffman does not develop his argument about the butterfly
that has been stripped of its “gaudy cloak.” The central question here is
why Melville should choose the word “spindle” to describe the confidence
man. Normally, it is accurate to use the word “body” to refer to the
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trunk of an insect. “Spindle”―a slender shaft for coiling yarn―is associ-
ated more with textual imagery. Through the repetition of such terms
as “spin,” “fleece,” and “spindle,” Melville evokes the imagery of “text.”
He analogically associates the confidence man not only with a spinner
but also with a spindle or as it were, an axis of The Confidence-Man.
Since to write or to make yarn is a writerly act, the confidence man at-
tains a certain authorial privilege. In the case of the good merchant,
while the confidence man gains his confidence, he succeeds in manipu-
lating his thoughts by writing a fictive statement on his tablet. More-
over, in the case of the miser, the confidence man, at both the actual
and the metaphoric levels, mentally spins and weaves his wool within
the miser’s head. The word “confidence” is inscribed in the ductile mind
of the miser by its repeated pronunciation. By freely composing the text
in the miser’s mind, the confidence man exercises his authorship over
him. By composing a fiction in the passengers’ minds in the manner of a
writer, the confidence man destabilizes the autonomy of the written and
accomplishes his own, successful fictionalization.
This fictionalization has the potential to cast doubt upon and ulti-
mately to subvert the reliability of the text of The Confidence-Man. In
Chapter 41, Egbert’s speculation while following the departing cosmo-
politan with his eyes is highly suggestive: “the cosmopolitan turned on
his heel, leaving his companion at a loss to determine where exactly the
fictitious character had been dropped, and the real one, if any, resumed”
(224). The adverbial clause “if any” intimates that there is no real sub-
ject behind “the fictitious character” of the cosmopolitan, that is, the
confidence man in masquerade. To acknowledge the absence of the con-
fidence man’s subjecthood leads to the conclusion that the confidence
man himself is an actor-like character who is merely playing the role of
a confidence man. His real character or subject thus does not have any
particularity, and he is, as for Agamben’s blank sheet in which all signi-
fiant is latent, merely existent with the infinite potentiality to become
any character. Sten’s assertion, “the title character might not be a ‘con
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man,’” stands to reason (288). Any argument that questions the title
role would risk subverting the reliability of the novel itself.
In the case of the scene in Chapter 41, both the confidence man and
Egbert can be viewed as masquerading characters. Their distinguishing
feature, however, is that the confidence man, unlike Egbert, perceives
the world in the story as a fiction and exploits its fictionality from the
outset. Eventually, the confidence man leads Egbert to become conscious
of the fictionality of his seemingly concrete subject and to question
whether his “real character” might be entirely absent. Lindberg’s analy-
sis of the effect of the confidence man’s tricks is significant here: “As the
Confidence-Man, with his dazzling verbal obfuscations, erases the predi-
cates that order his victims” worlds, they find their very identities slip-
ping” (678). As Lindberg points out, the passengers become aware of the
absence of their “real character” through the manipulations of the confi-
dence man. For instance, the confidence man perceives that Egbert is
masquerading as his master, Mark Winsome, and reveals the absence of
his identity in the extemporaneous play that he directs.
5. Writing and drinking wine
As stated above, the confidence man “imposes” by weaving text in
the minds of the imposed upon. The wine-sharing scenes shed further
light upon his writerly role. Sharing wine is one of the confidence man’s
ways of duping the passengers, and there are indications in the text
that Melville associates the act of drinking wine with that of writing.
In Chapter 13, Roberts, a good merchant, having completed a stock
transaction with John Truman, drinks wine with him. The merchant
praises the wine in the highest terms: “Ah, wine is good, and confidence
is good” (73). While he appears to make the mental association with
wine and confidence, however, he lets slip his conflicting underlying
emotions:
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“Ah, wine is good, and confidence is good; but can wine or confi-
dence percolate down through all the stony strata of hard considera-
tions, and drop warmly and ruddily into the cold cave of truth?
Truth will not be comforted. Led by dear charity, lured by sweet
hope, fond fancy essays this feat; but in vain; mere dreams and ide-
als, they explode in your hand, leaving naught but the scorching be-
hind!” (73)
In a sense, the merchant considers the act of drinking wine as proof of
confidence in the other. However, his sudden outburst, in turn, under-
mines this same proof and renders it unreliable. Truman replies, “if In
vino veritas be a true saying, then, for all the fine confidence you pro-
fessed with me, just now, distrust, deep distrust, underlies it . . .” (74).
The “deep distrust” appears to be veritas. In this scene, confidence is
subverted into quiet distrust.
Also discernible in the merchant’s outburst is Melville’s evocation of
“tableau” imagery. The merchant seems to see “the stony strata” as a
metaphor for “hard consideration” that is “mind.” While wine “impress
[es]” confidence on the tableau, it draws a sharp contrast with the dis-
trust that “underlies it.” Maggie Kilgour notes the effect of the food:
“Food and inspiration are taken in at the same time, so that the recep-
tion of inspiration is revealed to be essentially a form of nourishment”
(85). Kilgour’s hypothesis would be more applicable to another wine-
drinking scene in which the connection between imbibing and mental
impression is highly evident. From Chapters 29 to 35, Francis Good-
man, the cosmopolitan, and Charles Noble drink port wine together
(strictly speaking, only the cosmopolitan is a drinker). While offering
the other a drink, Charles himself only pretends to drink. This distorts
the companionship between the two, even though the title of Chapter 29
is “The Boon Companions.” The narrator calls Charles “the stranger”
(169), indicating that their companionship is in fact counterfeit. As
Mark Winsome later warns the cosmopolitan, Charles seems to be a
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Mississippi operator who tries to force the cosmopolitan to drink in or-
der to wheedle money from him. To trick the cosmopolitan into trusting
him, Charles cunningly uses the same ploy that John Truman does with
the good merchant. In both cases, the act of making the other drink re-
sults in indirect imposition.
In another similarity, both scenes also demonstrate that drinking
wine is connected with the act of writing metaphorically. Charles, pre-
tending to drink and to feel emotionally uplifted, offers to recite “a po-
etical eulogy” (173):
“‘Praise be unto the press, not Faust’s, but Noah’s; let us extol and
magnify the press, the true press of Noah, from which breaketh the
true morning. Praise be unto the press, not the black press but the
red . . . . Who giveth redness of eyes by making men long to tarry
at the fine print?―Praise be unto the press, the rosy press of Noah,
which giveth rosiness of hearts, by making men long to tarry at the
rosy wine.’” (172)
Although Charles’ recital seems little more than a good-natured joke,
his remark is worthy of consideration as his character is an imposter in
the same manner as the cosmopolitan. Listening to his words of praise
for the winepress, the cosmopolitan mistakes his intention and reacts
with the words, “You deceive me” (173). Charles cheerfully makes a pun
on the word “the press”: at once a winepress and a printing press, the
former manufacturing wine and the latter producing letters on a page.
Under the terms of the pun, wine and letters are thus figuratively asso-
ciated. To make the other drink wine is analogous to overwriting letters
on the tableau of the mind. The two “presses” thus function metaphori-
cally as means of manipulation and sources of imposition.
Interestingly, the port wine is represented by the letters “P.W.” on
the label of the bottle. Charles’ suspicion at the meaning of the initials
is such that their actual significance is blurred. Andrew Delbanco prop-
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erly remarks on the label:
Melville devoted the better part of one chapter to a debate between
two “convivialists” over whether the letters “P. W.” on the label of a
wine bottle signify port wine, pure wine, or poison wine. Since a
taste test might be fatal, the question is left hanging. (249)
The debate between the cosmopolitan and Charles over the initials on
the label of the bottle is suggestive of the free-play of the signifié. The
wine is symbolized by the letters “P.W.” Whatever lies inside the bottle,
the letters confuse its actual contents. In this novel, once things are
symbolized, they become a kind of text to be read, which generate free-
play and reciprocal associations of the signifié, as in the abovemen-
tioned case of the term “press.” As Delbanco notes, the fact that the in-
itials cannot be clearly identified as signifying “pure wine or poison
wine” confuses not only Charles but also the readers. Besides, as Eliza-
beth Renker states, “The ‘W’ as ‘writing’ also suggests a ‘P’ that is print
on a page in a world―like the world of this novel―in which characters
are made of black print on a white page” (125). According to Renker, “P.
W.” is also evocative of “press” and “writing.” The initials elicit the close
relationship between wine and letters. This episode problematizes not
their significance in a real sense but the way in which the signifié mu-
tably shifts and is suspended. To be more precise, this suspension of the
signifié makes it easy to shift the meaning itself according to the user’s
intention. Before the cosmopolitan misunderstands Charles’ intention to
talk about the newspaper, he expounds upon the public notoriety of the
newspaper, saying, “while under dynastic despotism, the press is to the
people little but an improvisatore, under popular ones it is too apt to be
their Jack Cade” (170). He expresses his vexation with “a disposition to
disparage the press” (170) as a medium that promotes the ill-bred opin-
ions of the populace―like Jack Cade, the leader of the 1450 Kentish re-
bellion. The confidence man portentously replies, “I hold the press to be
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actually―Defenders of the Faith” (171). While wine functions as the
blood of Christ on the religious level, it is apt to be used in a more
causal manner as a manipulative tool by which to dupe people in the
same way as the demagogic press. Both “presses” have the ambivalent
effects of faith on the one hand and the capacity to incite violence
through fierce language on the other.
This ambivalence also can be seen in the character of the confidence
man, who repeatedly transforms himself into a series of different char-
acters. His disguises are sometimes Satan-like (Black Guinea) and
sometimes Christ-like (the mute in his cream-colored clothes). In the
same way that the signifiant freely shifts its signifié, the confidence
man is symbolized by this free-flowing transfiguration. Throughout the
story, his changeable, signifié-like costumes blur his substantive subject
as a signifiant. His symbolized subject is as dazzling as the initialized
letters. Nevertheless, the confidence man does not conceal his subject
behind his various fictitious costumes. To be more precise, as the narra-
tor insinuates through Egbert’s anxiety, the confidence man mysteri-
ously lacks a “real character,” that is, a real subject. To sum up, there is
no particularity or even subjectivity that can be isolated in his charac-
ter. Thus, he can be compared with a signifiant without signifié.
6. The blankness of the confidence man
From the outset, Melville implicitly leads readers to perceive the
world of The Confidence-Man as theatrical, with fictionality placed at
its fore. In this stage-like setting, the confidence man and the other
characters are described as actors. Unlike the other characters, however
(with the exception of skeptical or cunning characters such as Pitch,
who seem to deviate from the fictional world), the confidence man per-
ceives the story-world as fictional and uses it to dupe the passengers on
board the Fidèle. Freely seizing on his privilege as an author, the confi-
dence man overwrites and manipulates the minds of the passengers. It
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is as if they were actors in a play with him being both playwright and
director.
Melville foregrounds the theatrical world of the story, and the confi-
dence man cooperates via the fictions he weaves within it. The actions
of both the author and the main character run parallel to one another.
Consequently, the confidence man’s strategy of consciously treating the
story-world as fiction and exploiting it to compose his own internal fic-
tion is identical to that of the novelist, Melville. To impose is to engage
in the fundamental typographical process of constructing letters, sen-
tences, and an entire text. The confidence man cunningly uses his
authority to manipulate the story-world and to arrange the story itself,
freely exchanging one signifié for another in the manner of a signifiant
whose signifié is in an everlasting state of free-play and suspense. Simi-
larly, Melville willfully constructs and deconstructs the text of the novel
in his dual role as both imposer and impostor. The confidence man and




1 Clark Davis notes that “Largely a set of variations on the theme of social
faith, this compilation of conversations and tales presents a remarkable fictive
world which . . . both senses and plays upon its existence as fiction” (90). Elaine
Barry also says, “If the fools on this ship of fools are all victims, so too is the
reader,” and continues to note: “for the style is continually undercutting not only
normal values (as in the opening scene where the reader’s sympathies have only
hypocrisy or cruelty to choose between), but the very nature of reality” (130). The
readers’ impressions of the confidence man will shift from sympathy to antipa-
thy. The confidence man appears to be at once Christ and Satan. The inconsis-
tency of his characteristics precludes readers from defining his true nature. His
self-contradictory characteristics can only undermine any impressions that read-
ers may have formed of both the confidence man and the story itself.
2 Christopher Sten considers the novel to be an “experimental novel” and
aptly notes, “The Confidence-Man deconstructs conventional notions of character,
plot, and point of view” (285).
3 Edwin Haviland Miller argues that “the loose structure” of the narrative
“allows the interpolation of tale and episodes at will” and that the author, Her-
man Melville, is “a master confidence-man.” Miller also notes the satirical char-
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acteristics of both the confidence man and the narrative itself: “Melville satirizes,
and the Confidence-Man exploits, a society which has transvalued values and hy-
pocritically enshrined self-interest or greed” (273). Daniel G. Hoffman points out:
“Melville’s life spanned the century in which the community of Christendom was
irreparably broken into chaos.” He continues: “His progress from blithe good hu-
mor through the extremities of romantic egoism to the despairing ironies of The
Confidence-Man marked both a personal tragedy and the experience of his cul-
ture” (142-43). Considering the setting of the narrative itself, it is significant
that, in July 1857, The Westminster and Foreign Quarterly Gazette said that the
Fidèle represents an “epitome of the American world” (qtd. in Post-Lauria 222).
4 Both the confidence man as well as Melville can be considered to be an
author of “the writerly text.” Roland Barthes says that the writerly “text is a gal-
axy of signifiers, not a structure of signifieds; it has no beginning; it is reversible;
we gain access to it by several entrances, none of which can be authoritatively
declared to be the main one” (5).
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